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How Do I Pre-empt? 
If we have an opening hand, we make a normal opening bid to kick off a (bidding) conversation about  which strain we should play in and 

how high we should play.  This is called a constructive auction. 

 

If we don’t have strength for an opening bid but we do have a long good-quality suit, we may be able to pre-empt by entering the auction 

with an unnecessary jump.  We hope to obstruct the opponents’ constructive auction.   

 

As with other competitive bids, there are several things that we hope to accomplish.  Because of our pre-empt: 

• Our opponents may have difficulty finding the right strain 

• Our opponents may have difficulty knowing how high to bid, missing a game or slam that would otherwise be easier to find 

• Our opponents may have difficulty stopping before getting too high 

• We may find a good contract or a good sacrifice 

• Partner may find the right lead and we may better navigate the defense since partner will have accurate information about 

our hand. 

 

What is a Pre-empt? 

 

A pre-empt is when we make an unnecessary jump to enter the action.  As opening bidder, any suit bid higher than 2C is a pre-empt.  We 

can also pre-empt as an overcaller, e.g. 1C by the opponent followed by 2S by us. 

 

A pre-empt shows a hand with about 5 to 10 high-card points.  (Fewer and your hand is too weak; stronger and you should normally make a 

constructive opening bid instead.)  The level generally shows the number of cards in the suit: 

• A 2-level bid shows a good 6-card suit: } KQTxxx { x [ xx ] Qxxx (open 2S) 

• A 3-level bid shows a good 7-card suit: } xx { Axx [ QJTxxxx ] x (open 3D) 

• A 4-level bid shows a good 8-card suit: } xx { AQJxxxxx [ - ] xxx (open 4H) 

 

It’s important to have a quality suit, let’s call it 3 of the top 5 honors (including the ten).  Without a quality suit, it’s more likely that the 

opponents will be able to double you for a bad score.  And since your partner will try to lead your suit, it’s more likely to get your side off to 

a bad start.   

 

Vulnerability comes into play.  (Note that white = not-vul and red = vul.)  If we’re white, the cost of going down is relatively low.  If they’re 

red, the cost of them making a game is relatively high.  Here are the scenarios with possible sample hands: 

• White vs white: Stretch just a bit  } KQxxxx { x [ xx ] xxxx 

• Red vs red: Reasonably conservative } KQTxxx { x [ xx ] Qxxx 

• Red vs white: Very conservative } KQTxxx { x [ xx ] Axxx or } KQJTxx { x [ xx ] Qxxx 

• White vs red: Really stretch } KJ9xxx { x [ xx ] xxxx 

 

Seat also comes into play: 

• 1st seat / Dealer: Normal pre-empt situation 

• 2nd seat (opener passed): Much more conservative than 1st seat.  Note that the chances of pre-empting partner’s good hand 

are much higher than a 1st seat pre-empt.  (Of the two people left to pre-empt, one of them is your partner.) 

• 3rd seat (opener and 2nd seat passed): We should really stretch to pre-empt.  There’s only one person left to pre-empt, and 

that person is almost guaranteed to have a good hand. 

• 4th seat: We’re no longer pre-empting, since pass will end the auction.  A jump should be close to an opening hand. 

 

We used to have rules about not pre-empting with A’s or voids.  There were advantages to this in terms of partner being able to judge how 

high to compete or knowing when to double.  These days, we put more value on the obstructive value of the pre-empt and we don’t let A’s 

or voids deter us.  (See examples above.) 

 

That said, a decent side major is a deterrent to pre-empting, particularly 1st or 2nd seat; it’s too likely that you belong in partner’s major 

than in your pre-empt suit.  Just pass with  } xxxx { x [ KQJxxxx ] x or with } KQx { KJTxxx [ xx ] xx.  You may (or may not) have a 

chance to bid your suit later. 
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After the Pre-empt: What does the pre-emptor bid next?  Almost always, the pre-emptor will pass.  The idea of the pre-empt is to bid your 

hand in one bid, then not bid again.  In rare cases (below), partner can ask the pre-emptor for more information. 

 

Pre-emptor’s Partner. Once your partner has pre-empted, you may have one of several possible 

hand-types.  Let’s take this auction as the starting point: 

 

1. A weak hand without support for partner’s suit.  We pass. 

• } AKxxxxx { x [ xx ] xxx: We pass.  Might spades play better than hearts?  Maybe, maybe not.  In any case, bidding 2S 

shows a different hand (below). 

 

2. A weak hand with support for partner’s suit (plus outside shortness).  Your job in this case is to extend the pre-empt.  With all of your 

values in one suit, and the opponents short in that suit, they’re very likely to do well in another suit, and they may well have a game.  

You can make it difficult for them to figure out what’s right by bidding more of your partner’s suit. 

 

How high do we bid?  We use the law of total tricks: We bid to the number of tricks that we have trumps.   

 

Sitting South, partner has opened 2H.  What do we bid with: 

• } Axxx { QTx [ xxxx ] xx: We bid 3H.  Partner has 6 trumps, we have 3 trumps,  so we bid to 9 tricks / 3H. 

• } x { QTxx [ xxx ] Qxxxx: We bid 4H.  Partner has 6 trumps, we have 4 trumps,  so we bid to 10 tricks / 4H. 

 

3. With a good hand, it can be difficult to decide how high to bid.  You mostly count tricks rather than high card points.  Over a weak-2 

opener (as in this example), you can ask partner for more information. 

 

With support, I generally count my partner for about 1 trick less than the number of trumps partner promised, so 5 tricks for a 

weak-2, 6 tricks for a 3-bid.  I add one if my trump holding suggests no losers there.  Then I count tricks outside of trump.  I count 

an A as 1 trick, KQ as 1 trick, a K as maybe 1 trick, a ruff in a short suit as likely 1 trick, etc.  For example: 

• } Ax { KTx [ AKJx ] xxxx: If partner provides 5 tricks with 2H opener, we must be close to game.  Our heart K probably 

means 6 heart tricks.  Our A / AK will provide 3 tricks, plus a likely spade ruff. 

• } Axxx { Qxxx [ Axxx ] x: Now we count 5 from partner, 2 A’s, 2 ruffs plus one more (partner has either AK of hearts for 6 

heart tricks or a potentially-useful value outside of hearts). 

 

Over a weak-2, 2NT asks partner for more information.  With a minimum, partner bids 3 of her suit.  Otherwise, partner bids a 

new suit to show a feature, which is basically an entry to your hand.  A feature is an A or a K or as little as QJx. 

• } AKx { xxx [ xxx ] AKxx: Bid 2NT to ask for more information.  With: 

• } xx { QJTxxx [ xx ] QJx: Partner bids 3H to show a minimum. 

• } xx { AJTxxx [ xx ] QJx: Partner bids 3C to show a non-minimum and something useful in clubs. 

 

• } AKx { xx [ KJT ] Kxx: Bid 2NT to ask for more information.  Over 3H, we should pass.  Over 3C, we could bid 3N.  Over 

anything else, we can give 4H a try. 

 

A new suit is a one-round force promising 5+.  The hand either has support for partner’s suit OR a plan.  (More below.) 

• } AKxxx { Kxx [ Axx ] Qx: Bid 2S. With 3-card spade support, partner will raise spades (and we can bid game).  With a min-

imum, partner can bid 3H (and we’ll pass).  Otherwise, partner can bid  

• } xxx { QJTxxx [ xx ] Kxx: Partner raises to 3S and we bid 4H on the double-fit. (4H is easier than 4S.) 

• } xx { QJTxxx [ xx ] Kxx: Partner bids 3H to show a non-fit and a minimum. 

• } xx { AJTxxx [ xx ] Kxx: Partner bids 3C to show a non-fit and non-minimum and something useful in clubs.  

Again we can bid 4H 

 

• } AKxxxxx { x [ AKx ] xx: Bid 2S. Over partner’s 3H minimum, pass and hope for the best.  Otherwise, bid 4S 

 

After the Pre-empt: Opponents Bids.  When your opponents pre-empt, you bid as you would in other overcalling positions, but more con-

servatively taking the level of the auction into account.  (More on this in hand-out on competitive bidding.) 

North East South West 

2H P ???  


